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LED luminaire on 6m standard column

None identified

HEALTH, SAFETY & ENVIRONMENT

It is the responsibility of the client to ensure that those undertaking
the works are competent and experienced in the type of work to be
undertaken.

In addition to the hazards usually associated with the types of work
detailed on this drawing, the following specific hazards have been
identified through design risk assessment.  The planning and
execution of the works should take into account all usual and specific
hazards.

Hazards should also be taken into account in the maintenance,
operation, decommissioning and demolition of the works.
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NOTES

1. All dimensions are in millimetres (mm) and levels in metres
Above Ordnance Datum (mAOD) unless noted otherwise.

2. The copyright in this drawing belongs to Structa LLP; the
designs and details may not be used on any project other than
that indicated in the titleblock.

3. Where CAD or BIM files of the drawing are issued, they are
provided for the convenience of others, and shall not be used
for construction purposes or relied upon for accuracy or
completeness.

4. Lighting positions indicative based upon Phillips Luma Micro
5.2S (4.6klm) mounted on 6M tubular column. Detailed lighting
design required to South Gloucestershire Council Specification.

5. Back shields may be required to lighting units fronting
dwellings or ecologically sensitive areas, i.e. hedgerows.
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FOR CONTINUATION SEE INSET RIGHT
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